
PROTECT, IMPROVE, & EXTEND
The Life of Your Home Appliances and Electronics

Home Energy Management System



Power surges are not the only threat to your home’s power and your 
valuable electronics and appliances. The power running through your home 
is also vulnerable to electrical noise and wasted energy. This daily power 
degradation means inefficient electrical consumption and severe wear and 
tear on your electronics and appliances.

Power Surges & Spikes

Lightning is the most well-known cause of 

a power spike but did you know that your 

home is also susceptible to damage by 

disturbances from your utility providers 

(Power, Phone, & Cable) as well as from  

your own motorized appliances?

Wasted Energy

Many appliances in your home utilize a motor 

(refrigerators, freezers, washers, dryers, 

dishwashers, vacuum cleaners, heating and 

air units, etc.) These appliances operate most 

efficiently when operating at full capacity but 

waste energy otherwise, causing an average 

of 23% of energy wasted in every home.

Electrical Noise

Your new HE appliances reduce energy usage 

by consuming power sporadically, but they 

also create electrical noise or bad power 

that can actually harm your electronics and 

appliances and could potentially affect your 

own health due to electromagnetic fields (EMF).

3 Threats to Your Appliances and Electronics

You Have a Power Problem



•  Provides Whole Home Surge Protection

•  Extends the Life of Appliances and Electronics

•  Reduces Wasted Energy, Saving You Money

•  Comprehensive 10 Year Warranty

•  $100,000 Insurance Policy

Additional Surge Protection Devices

Phone LineCable Line

Power lines are only one of the ways that a 

surge or spike can enter your home and ruin 

appliances and electronics; your phone and 

cable lines are just as susceptible to surges 

and spikes. TRIPCON’s phone and cable surge 

protection devices are ideal solutions to 

prevent this from happening.

Responsible energy management 

requires more than just surge 

protection. TRIPCON not only provides 

six-way surge protection, but it 

also offers premium electrical noise 

filtration which maintains better 

performance and increases the life 

of your electronics and appliances. 

Additionally, TRIPCON captures energy 

wasted by inefficient appliances 

and uses it to lower your energy 

consumption and save you money. 

Finally, TRIPCON is the only energy 

management system on the market 

with a UL 1449 4th Edition Certification.

TRIPCON Does More than Protect

Superior Benefits and Savings

TRIPCON connects directly  
to your electrical box and  
is maintenance free.



Professionally Installed

Financially Protected

We want you and your home to have the safest and most reliable protection from all 

electrical issues that may be present or possibly occur. To do that, TRIPCON must be 

installed by a licensed electrician. This ensures that your unit is properly installed and 

provides its full protection and benefits.

10 Year Warranty*
If the 3 main functions weren’t enough to put TRIPCON on top, our standard 10 Year 

Warranty will. You’re covered by a comprehensive product warranty, which provides 

repairs or replacement of the TRIPCON unit, even if it sacrifices itself in order to 

protect your home electronics and appliances.

$100,000 Insurance Policy*
TRIPCON was designed to give you peace of mind; With our standard insurance 

policy you’ll have it. If your unit fails to stop a transient power surge from reaching 

your appliances and electronics through the main power grid, your repairs or 

replacements will be financially covered by up to $100,000.

* Please contact your TRIPCON service provider or visit www.tripcon.co for     

    complete TRIPCON Warranty and Insurance Policy Information.


